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A SCRIPT is already written before an actor gets a hold on it. This way a script 

uses an actor to be performed. It is the actor who is entirely at the disposal of a 

role and its circumstances. 

A play is written to animate a page as well as a stage. Once performed a ROLE 

in a script becomes a CHARCTER on a stage. A role uses an actor to perform its 

character. 

Drama is CHACATER responding to CONFLICT, structured by PLOT. An actor gets 

modulated into any form of behaviour that is appropriate to a character. Only 

when it is performed, a script gets accomplished.  

An actor's analysis and interpretation of a script is based upon ACTIONS, which 

he then programs to be performed on stage, as the character. This way an 

audience looks at the character’s through line of actions, which is called the 

living dramatic action of the play. 

A play is old, acting is new, for a PERFORMANCE is different every night. 

Ultimately a performance is the end of acting. It is then that an actor isn’t any 

longer in the moment, but he has become the moment. And it is also then that 

the ACTOR, the ACT and the ACTING have become one.  

Acting is built upon TALENT, TECHNIQUE and CHARM. To act, an actor needs a 

clear mind, an unlimited imagination, an open heart and a total control of his 

technique. Talent lays frozen into an actor and the heat of training de-freezes 

it. 

An actor does not perform emotions, nor imaginary circumstances, nor 

characters, nor text – simply because all of these dramatic faculties as such are 

not actable. But instead, the actor does act specific ACTIONS, which he actually 

DOES, and this while using emotions, imaginary circumstances, characters and 

text.  



Indeed, acting is doing and the doing of specific actions reveal emotions, 

imaginary circumstances, characters, and text. So, to DO or NOT to DO, is an 

actor’s interest. 

In acting, bigness should not be praised, but instead one should always be 

TRUTHFULL, for truthfulness is bigness. After finishing his training an actor 

went to his master for a final advise, and the master answered: ‘Never show 

them you are an actor, just be one’.  

Acting is FUN, but don’t tell anybody! 


